Marcia Willock Is ’63 Homecoming Queen

Good News!

More Men Than Women

Men outnumber women almost two to one among the 18,210 resident students enrolled at SIU this term, according to figures from the SIU registrar’s office.

In only three academic units, said Registrar Robert A. McGrath, men hold the upper hand numerically—the College of Education, the School of Home Economics and the nursing department.

However, McGrath noted that women are invading fields traditionally dominated by the men. In the SIU School of Agriculture, five women are among the 342 students enrolled. Five others have joined 294 men in the School of Technology.

While men have gained a strong foothold in home economics by enrolling six male students among 172 women, the women still control completely the nursing department by a margin of 36 to none. Their majority in education is 1,062 to 741.

In a breakdown by classes, the 6,055 freshmen students top all others, McGrath said. There are 466 more freshmen than last year. Proportionately, the senior class shows the greatest increase, from 1,990 students last year to 2,444 this year.

The study body also includes 3,177 sophomores, 1,859 graduate students, and 546 classified undergraduates. Figures do not include those enrolled in extension and correspondence classes.

The total enrollment includes 12,303 on the Carbondale campus and 4,509 at the Alton center and 2,899 at the East St. Louis center.

New Curtains Up

Stage curtains for the redecorated auditorium were put in place by workmen just in time for the Coronation ceremony.

The new curtains are of blue-green velvet.

Queen Marcia Willock

Tonight At 8:00:

SIU Players’ Teahouse Begins 8-Night Run

One of the principal roles in “Teahouse of the August Moon” was re-cast and learned within about 10 days. This was the challenge faced by Mary Helen Davidson in accepting the role of the geisha girl, Lorus Blossom. In addition to attending classes and working, she had 10 days in which to prepare herself to substitute in the role for Sherry Goral, who has been ill.

Furthermore, Mrs. Davidson was not familiar with the part. Added to the demands of work and school was the requirement of mastering the role within the 10-day period.

Mrs. Davidson is a veteran member of Southern Players, whose production of “Teahouse” opens tonight as one of the highlights of Homecoming.

The play, which won a Pulitzer prize, is a light comedy about American occupation forces in Okinawa.

Curtain time is 8 p.m. at the Southern Playhouse. “Teahouse” will run today through Sunday, with Monday off, and Tuesday through Saturday.

Barefoot Clowntessa,” Hubby Headline Homecoming Show

Mimi Hines, the distraught mother of a barefoot schoolboy, makes a grand entrance in a $20,000, full-length chinchilla, does number, doffs the fur and works barefoot the rest of the show.

Phil Ford, the other half of Phil Ford & Mimi Hines, was out for his tickets.

Tickets Maybe?

A possibility exists that a limited amount of stage show tickets will be available for sale tonight. According to Elizabeth Mullins, director of student activities.

Miss Mullins said the tickets would be those returned by alumni and past homecoming queens who will not be attending the activities.
A Mascot Battle Might Prove More Spectacular Than Football Game

Did Northern Michigan University have a battle of bobcats near Metropolis? Are they after our saluki (as small as a big dog), through a process of a wildcat invasion?

The situation on the campus near NMU could indeed turn 'cabaret' of the afternoon could be complicated if NMU brings a few assorted pets and mascots from the 15th bordering the Church To Observe Laymen's Sunday

The Church of the Good Shepherd, Orchard Drive at Schwartz, will observe a special Laymen's Sunday, Oct. 20. This type of worship service is in line with the thinking of the United Church of Christ, which stresses participation of the laity, through its special commission on Lay Life and Work.

At both the 9:00 and 11:00 a.m. worship services, four women and four men will be responsible for the entire liturgy. Most of those participating are either members of the SIU staff or wives of staff members.

North shore of Lake Superior.

If we face Wildcats with wildcats, developments could be spectacular in McAndrew Stadium for the Homecoming game. Suppose, for sake of speculation, NMU shows up with a couple of cat. We refer to wildcats (small for big cat).

We have the picture of them and the 'cats versus us and our dogs. Wow. The prospect of a classic cat and dog fight rapidly shapes up.

All is well as our preened and groomed saluki take to the field and are led around the stadium. Then they spot those 'cats from Northern Michigan.

A-n-d a-w-a-y we go!

No dog handler could possibly have held onto a saluki under such circumstances. He was doing fine until Orah popped 20 m.p.h. After all, there aren't many individuals who can run that fast.

At the far turn, bobcat fur is bristling and the saluki are fast closing the distance. The 'cats leap into the stands and create a bit of commotion amongst 4,000 spectators on the east side.

One wildcat leaps into a bass horn and is temporarily treed there by one of our dogs. The band is doing its best to quiet things down by playing the national anthem but this 'cat Scheetah screeching from inside the bell of the horn is not helping the cause, and those howling dogs add other notes of dissonance to the proceedings.

That other 'cat heads for the goal posts, scrambles up, and giving desperation to dogs, officials, players, and the Southern Illinois crowd.

We have a problem, but no solution. It's the bucking of our saluki have done in years and training going back thousands of years into the sands of North Africa. We were the only ones who can run that fast.

It could have been worse. NMU might well have selected "Wolf Pack" for its team name. Or the "Black Bears" also on campus.

It would have been interesting, but "Wildcats" is bad enough.

Paul Mann, one of the principal players and director of the training program for actors in the Repertory Theater of Lincoln Center, New York, will be on campus today through Sunday as guest speaker of the Department of Theater.

He will speak at the Playhouse at 4 p.m. today on the topic of "Acting" and then give two lectures on Sunday: "The New Lincoln Center" at 4 p.m. and "The Theater in Eastern Europe" at 4 p.m.

Between the lectures a reception will be given at 3 p.m. in Mann's honor.

Born in Toronto, Canada, Mann has achieved professional recognition on Broadway as an outstanding actor, and is accepted internationally as an authority on the Stanislavsky System. He made extensive tours of Europe in 1950 and 1969.

Since 1949 Mann has taught professional acting classes, and since 1953 he has been the artistic-director of the Paul Mann Actors Workshop, a school for the training of professional actors.

The workshop is a program for professional theater people as one of the leading schools for training of the actors in the United States.
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Professional Counselors Study Job Opportunities Of Blind

A group of 11 professional counselors are currently attending a five-week course at SIU on development of employment opportunities for blind people.

The program, headed by Professor Guy A. Renzaglia of the Rehabilitation Institute, began yesterday and will continue until Nov. 15.

The 11 counselors, working with state and local agencies for the blind, represent seven different states, including Missouri, Pennsylvania, Wyoming, Florida, Arkansas, Maryland and New Mexico. All are blind.

The counselors will return to SIU for the final two weeks.

In Carbondale, there will be a series of discussions, lectures and seminars about how the blind might work at various jobs. The topics will include trips to TVI, where blind employees will work.

While in Chicago, the counselors will visit plants, analyze jobs and observe blind employees at work.

Returning from Chicago, the group will participate in more seminars and discussions.

**WANTED!**

Intelligent and Ambitious Young Men

**RUSH!**

Oct. 22 - 23 - 24
8:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Phi Sigma Kappa

Group Housing 113

Register — Oct. 17 - 18
Development Of Sound Ph.D. Program Is Greatest Challenge Facing Department - Harkness

“Much of the work of the department such as ours is in what is sometimes called its service function,” Harkness said. “English departments traditionally have borne much of the responsibility for developing ‘skilled literacy’ among students-normal writing skills the University feels an educated person should have—not producing creative writers, but insuring that those with degrees can write clear and concise prose.”

He said English departments, however, also share the responsibility for training teachers, professional students and critics, and passing on our cultural heritage through the teaching of literature.

“All these functions the SIU English Department excellently fulfills,” the new chairman said, “We hope to carry on this high tradition in the development of the Ph.D. program.”

Harkness received his master’s and Ph.D. degrees from the University of Chicago, and joined the University of Illinois English department faculty in 1950. Since 1958, his work there had been primarily in the graduate program. He supervised selection of graduate fellows in the humanities and arts, and faculty research fellows in all areas.

Especially interested in the modern novel and English literature generally since 1905, Harkness is the author of two books on the works of Joseph Conrad: “Conrad’s Secret Share’ and the Critics,” and “Conrad.”

Heart of Darkness and the Critics.” Both are anthologies of criticism on Conrad’s work, Harkness as co-editor with Royal A. Guttman of the English literature text, “A Book of Stories,” and as an accompanying teacher’s manual. A native of Beaver Dam, Wis., Harkness grew up in Pennsylvania. He attended DePauw and Swarthmore colleges.

Interpreter’s Theater Sets Workshop Oct. 24-26

Jean Scharfenberg, professor from the University of Iowa, will be the guest lecturer at the annual Interpreter’s Theater workshop which will be held Oct. 24-25. The workshop will begin Thursday, Oct. 24, at 8 p.m., when Miss Scharfenberg will discuss the Lee Strasberg Method of acting in Studio Theater at the University School. On the following day the workshop will move to the Little Grassly Camp where students will bring their interpretations and read them.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

SALUTE: WARREN ROSKE

Whether a simple voice circuit for a small trunk line, or a complex high-speed data circuit for the Strategic Air Command, Northwestern Bell Engineer Warren Roske gets the nod. Warren (B.S.E.E., 1959), and the three engineers who work under him, design telephone facilities for private line customers.

On earlier assignments, Warren engineered communication lines through the famed Dakota Black Hills, helped in the Mechanized Teletypewriter cutover in Sioux Falls, S. D., and contributed a unique application of statistics to a Plant Engineering study.

But Warren’s greatest success has come in the Transmission field where, after only seven months, he was promoted to his supervisory engineering position.

Like many young engineers, Warren is impatient to make things happen for his company and himself. There are few places where such restlessness is more welcomed or rewarded than in the fast-growing telephone business.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

TELEPHONE MAN-OF-THE-MONTH
President Tito of Communist Yugoslavia was given a red-carpet welcome to the White House Thursday after three weeks of heated debate in the U.S. and Europe.

The British army put four troop convoys on the autobahn to Berlin Thursday, a day after a truck strike in which the Russians blocked a British convoy for nine hours. All four reached West Berlin without incident. They cleared the two Soviet checkpoints on the 110-mile run according to normal procedure, a British spokesman said.

Radio Algiers denied Thursday that agreement had been reached at Marrakech peace talks to end the undeclared war between Algeria and Morocco.

The broadcast seemed to contradict an earlier announcement by Moroccan Information minister Abdelhadi Boutabli that a cease-fire agreement had been reached "in principle" and only details remained to be worked out.

The 1963 Nobel Prize for medicine was awarded jointly on Thursday to two Britons—Alan Lloyd Hodgkin of Cambridge University and Andrew Fielding Huxley of University College, London—and an Australian, Sir John Carew Arlesc of Canberra.

The Pentagon announced Thursday by President Johnson the agreement, to be selected by the American government as wrong and contrary to the best interests of America.
Armchair Quarterbacking

Wherever SIU fans gather, the question of the 30-point loss to Fairleigh Dickinson University seems de­
bated, play-by-play, for some time. Mindight can be a dan­
gerous time, for which we consider an article impor­
tant as this one. The member as an especial­
ly responsible party to the loss—appearing Monday in a local newspaper—has been in poor taste.
College Bowl is a team

Do you think that this defeat—coupled with the football

Letter To The Editor:

Would Political Parties Help

Solve Campus Election Mess?

Needless to say, the recent

campus election was a mess.

Every election I have wit­
nessed at SIU has been a mess.

I'm not talking about how the election was protested and

voiced. I'm talking of how its genuine people are

elected around here.

I'm surprised that this hasn't been tried by the Young

Rover, the political group that

should be tried, and our ballots should be modified to list

parties and their candidates.

We may be out of high

school now, but the character of our elections and ballots
doesn't prove it.

Fred Beyer

Gus Bode...

Gus says so long as he can

have a good order he will

think of it, but he will

need a bonfire to keep him

heated up for Homecoming.

JEN. BARRY M. GOLDWATER

Missile-Wrecking Breakthru?

Talk of deactivating missiles in their silos

thru electromagnetic energy sounds like

something from science fiction to most peo­
ples. Unfortunately, it is anything but

science fiction.

The disturbing possibility that

such a Union may come to

be real and in fact would

result in a nuclear war and a

world explosion. These high yield

weapons, which throw out a correspondingly large amount

of electromagnetic energy, have been exten­
sively tested by the United States in the United

States. On the other hand, has refusen such high yield

testing. This Soviet advance, gained during its

1961-62 series of big nuclear test shots, is a

major reason that Dr. Teller, Gam. Power, and

other opponents opposed the test-ban treaty.

They are afraid the Russians may have made a

breakthrough which, if true, would be an

insurmountable. The magazine, Missiles

and Rockets, recently commented that "it
could mean that the United States has in­
tested billions of dollars in a 'Maginot line' of

Ives, Titan, and Minuteman missiles which

would be rendered harmless by the new

sputnik development."

Cite Nevada Test Effects

This same magazine illustrated the range of effects by electromagnetic pulses by

reporting that the relatively small blast at Nevada which the United States has

produced has been sufficient to have popped circuit breakers on power lines

more than 100 miles away in California. It is difficult to imagine what explosions are

of the massive scale that one might be.

Our scientists are attempting to develop a method of shielding against these pote­
tentially fatal effects from high yield nuclear

blasts. However, the President has now
decided for the test-ban treaty which prevents them from proving whether

any system they devise actually works.
Piccone Plans Homecoming Game Strategy

Plans Passing Attack, Changes Starting Line-up

Head Coach Carmen Piccone has injected two changes into his 4-3-4 game strategy for tomorrow's Homecoming clash with Northern Michigan University, with new starters appointed for duty in both the line and backfield.

A painful back injury to Piccone's star pass-grabbing freshman end, Tom Massey, has cleared the way for veteran Bonnie Shelton to step into the role in his first starting assignment with the Salukis defensive unit. Massey, a 6'4, 195-pounder from Cicero, Ill., has connected on many passes in his freshman offensive lineback.

His talents as a blocker have handful of passes in his hands for tomorrow's Homecoming assignment with the Salukis as a starter in his first start—pound er who has been impressive as a starter in all of the Salukis games. Lepsi at 19 is one of the youngest players on the squad and the Cicero junior has a firm grip on his tight end slot.

Ready to go in the interior line are guards Earl O'Malley, Fairfield junior (213), and Mitch Krawczyk, Cleveland sophomore (210). Ben Hill, sophomore center from Owansco, has bounced back from an injury and is ready to station his 200 pounds at the pivot spot against the Wildcats.

Southern is expected to employ its fast-improving passing attack in quest of victory for the Homecoming fans, and

Location Listed:
Homecoming Decorations
Show Variety Of Theme

Joyce Pace, chairman of Homecoming house decorations committee, has listed the decorations which different houses can be expected to employ for their Homecoming decorations.

Display entries are as follows:
Student Order Unit, Grand and Thompson, "Abab the Arab"; Gamma Delta, 700 S. University; Saluki Arms, 306 W. Mill, "Crush Northern's Music"; Egyptian Dorm, 510 S. University, "Music Hath Charms to soothe the savage beast";


Jewel Box, 806 S. University, "Strong the Wildcats"; Mason-Dixon, 306 W. College, "Let's Go Southern, Wise Out Wildcats"; Bailey Hall, "Snow White"; College View Dorm, "Let's Do the Wildcat Stomp"; The Heritage, 305 W. Main,

"Gone with the Wind";


Naval Publishes
Baseball Book

A book entitled "Baseball," written by Southern's head athletic trainer, Robert Spackman, Jr., has been published by the United States Naval Institute and placed in its sports library. The book, which will be used primarily as a teaching text, contains all the basic fundamentals of baseball.

EGYPTIAN CLASSIFIED ADS

Classified advertisement are to be 9 words each. Excess words will be charged at 12-cents per word and wholesales at a rate of 50 words for one dollar. Cash in advance must be paid before advertisements are placed. All orders must be in writing.

Lost
Ladies' pearl ring in Room 121. Reward, call Evelyn August 7, 453-7350.

SERVICES OFFERED
Free entertainment and touring by experienced lady — Phone 236-7929.

FOR SALE

SPORTSMEN'S HEADQUARTERS

1/2 price

Reels and
All fiberglass
fishing rods

All brands including...GARCIA, ZEBCO, SHAKESPEARE

Other fishing supplies at marked-down prices.

WILSON TENNIS BALLS
Vacuum-packed can of 3 only $1.98

JIM'S SPORTING GOODS
Murdale Shopping Center
**Protest Greets Apartment Plans**

At Public Hearing

Golden Gate Gardens, a proposed six-building apartment complex, received a hostile greeting from a delegation of Emerald Lane residents at a public hearing before the Carbondale Plan Commission Wednesday night.

Kenneth Yow's four-acre "planned development" at Chautauqua Avenue and Emerald Lane would have a total of 44 small apartments in a pair of two-story buildings and four single-level structures. Construction cost was estimated at $235,000.

A spirited protest was made at the hearing by about 20 unhappy citizens of Emerald Lane who want the area to remain as a single-family dwelling development.

Dean Justice, 1104 Emerald Lane, read a letter of complaint and presented the Commission a protest petition signed by 71 persons, 69 of whom reportedly are titleholders in the neighborhood.

Their specific complaints touched on such things as traffic, esthetics, noise, drainage and property values. Justice exhibited a "protective covenant" granted Emerald Lane home buyers when they purchased their homes. The covenant "is very strongly implied that the area would be developed solely for one-family residences," Justice said.

Yow does not actually need Plan Commission approval to build the apartments, as the area is still outside the city limits. But it will likely be taken into the city sometime in the future. Therefore, Yow voluntarily sought the Commission's approval at the hearing.

Another special exception request was made by Area Realty for its proposed three-story five units in one-family houses.

Justice, a visiting professor, presented the case for the residents.

**Lost By 30 Points:**

**Pride, Disappointment Express Reaction To College Bowl Loss**

What's campus reaction to the SIU College Bowl Team's split-second 220-190 loss to a Fairfield University team last Sunday?

Disappointment, perhaps, at the loss, but pride is the closest game SIU gave Fairfield, informal comments show. A number of students expressed indignation at a Daily Egyptian headline using the word "flunk."

As for the team, member Bill Little presented himself "happy with the showing we made. I think we did as well as a single-expectancy—well enough to have won the game," he said, pointing out the nip-and-tuck character of the last few moments.

He reviewed preparation for Sunday's game. "Nothing was lacking in our coaching. We probably had the most complete and thorough job of training that has been seen on College Bowl to some time," Kenneth Frandsen, assistant professor of speech, headed the coaching staff. Little also praised WSIL-TV for assisting with practice sessions and faculty members for writing practice questions.

Coach Frandsen said simply: "I would say that Southern Illinois University can be proud of its Varsity scholars and the spirit they displayed."

Between Sunday practice sessions the group lunched with the producer, recalls Noel Schanen, the other Carbondale member of the team. The biggest problem resulting from the shows' network change was switching from black and white to color production.

"Color is more difficult to work with," said Miss Shirley Levine, associate producer. Since College Bowl is one of the few live shows remaining on television, a color television crew had to acquaint themselves to the split-second timing and fast pace of a live show, she continued.

Other members of the team were Cage, Ted Reynolds and Douglas Trautt, Edwardsville campus.

---

**Grand Opening**

**FRI.-SAT.-MON. OCTOBER 18, 19, 21**

**A NEW NAME ARRIVES IN CARBONDALE**

**BUT A NAME WITH OVER 50 YEARS EXPERIENCE SELLING**

**QUALITY MEN'S WEAR TO SOUTHERN ILLINOIS**

**A NEW MEN'S STORE FOR CARBONDALE**

**BUT IN THE SAME LOCATION WHERE FINE QUALITY CLOTHES HAVE BEEN SOLD FOR MORE THAN 25 YEARS**

---

**Johns**

206 S. ILLINOIS (FORMERLY MOFIELD'S) CARBONDALE

COME IN AND REGISTER FOR OVER

**$400 IN FREE PRIZES**

---

**NOTHING TO BUY - YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN - JUST REGISTER - YOU MAY WIN**

- Botany 500 Suit
- Banana Of New Haven Sport Coat
- Curlee Coat
- Gregor Jacket
- McGregor Shirts
- Dobby Van Heusen Shirts
- Pair Roelke Shoes
- Pair Pedrin Shoes
- Brentwood Sweaters
- Gabriel All Weather Coat
- 6 Washley Ties
- Dobbs Hat
- 6 Pair Espire Socks
- Pair Belt
- 2 Pair Levis
- 2 Pair Many Slack
- Rich Sherr Corset
- Nunningwear Button Shirt

AND MANY OTHER FREE PRIZES